Computational Challenges of Co-Creation in Collaborative Music Live Coding: An Outline
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Abstract

Co-creation between a human agent (HA) and a virtual agent (VA) is an approach to collaboration that has been explored in different creative domains, particularly in computer music. With a few exceptions, there is little research on the use of virtual agents in collaborative music live coding (CMLC), a network music improvisational practice. This paper considers the benefits of CMLC both in education and in performance involving human agents, with or without virtual agents. We reflect on our previous work on, and lessons learned from, two studies of collaboration and live coding using EarSketch, an educational online platform for learning music via code based on audio clips. We speculate future scenarios, in particular, we envision a virtual agent that can help students to improve their programming and musical skills, and can help musicians to exploit computational creativity applied to music.

Introduction

Music live coding is an improvisational music practice that consists of a programmer/musician, also known as a live coder, who writes and manipulates code in real time (Collins et al. 2007). Collaborative music live coding (CMLC) typically involves a group of at least two networked live coders, who can be either co-located in the same space, distributed in different spaces, or both (Barbosa 2006). CMLC is a promising approach to both music and computer science education, as well as music performance, because it can promote peer-learning in the former, and an egalitarian approach to collaborative improvisation in the latter.

Live coding and collaboration is an emerging field of research, as shown in the Dagstuhl Seminar on Collaboration and Learning through Live Coding held in 2013 (Blackwell et al. 2014). However, there are still a number of open questions on how to computationally best support this practice and how to theoretically and methodologically understand the nature of collaboration between the live coders. We discuss these questions, which can potentially inform the design of new tools.

We have investigated CMLC using EarSketch (Magerko et al. 2016), a browser-based programming environment for making music that is based on audio clips. In particular, we have explored two strategies for editing a shared script: (1) simultaneous editing, as in Google Docs (Xambó et al. 2016), and (2) turn-taking, as in pair programming, in combination with the use of a chat window for mutual communication (Xambó et al. 2017). In these studies, we have used a social approach to understand the nature of collaboration, i.e., analysis of the behavior from the text in the chat window or the text in the code editor, analysis of informal interviews with teachers about their observations in class, analysis of music performances by live coders, analysis of screencasts of live coders, and so on.

In this position paper, we explore potential synergies and identify novel insights through the lens of co-creativity as applied to CMLC. This field looks into cognitive aspects of collaborative content creation, such as participatory sense-making (De Jaegher and Di Paolo 2007). CMLC can be seen as a conversation between at least two people, thus participatory sense-making can be informative about the collaboration from a conversational perspective, e.g., what drives the live coders to take decisions or what are the kind of problems that the live coders solve during their collaboration. From this angle, we expect to understand how to computationally best support collaborative music live coding. Inspired by our previous work on CMLC, we map this emergent space into

Figure 1: Matrix of CMLC with human agent vs. human agent (HA-HA) in music education, human agent vs. virtual agent (HA-VA) in music education, HA-HA in music performance, and HA-VA in music performance.
Background

Machine musicianship applies artificial intelligence concepts and techniques to computer music systems (Rowe 2001). Some notable examples are the Continuator (Pachet 2003) and Shimon (Hoffman, Guy and Weinberg 2010). In particular, we are interested in research on using bots in real-time music collaboration. Bots have been used in collaborative improvisation using laptops. For example, LOLbot is a virtual agent that plays with human performers (Subramanian, Freeman, and McCoid 2012), and AutoCode is an autonomous live-coding virtual agent in 1xi lang (Magnusson 2011).

Typically, the bot in collaborative improvisation using laptops behaves like a ‘follower’ or ‘learner’ of the human actions, e.g., music generation from what performers are doing based on pattern matching, where the human performer can define the level of contrast with a slider (Subramanian, Freeman, and McCoid 2012). There exist also instant messaging bots that support collaboration (Chan, Hill, and Yardi 2005). In this paper, we are interested in the combination of these two roles: the live coder bot and the instant messaging bot.

With respect to human-only CMLC, we investigated pair programming using EarSketch thinking on a music performance scenario, and found out that turn-taking pair programming should be combined with simultaneous editing by both live coders to make the performance more fast-paced, and that trio live coding was a more dynamic and interesting configuration (e.g., more roles were explored) than duo live coding (Xambó et al. 2017).

Regarding educational settings, there is a significant amount of research on the pedagogical benefits of live coding in education, as evidenced in the special issue on “Live Coding for Music Education”, published in the Journal of Music, Technology & Education (Brown 2016). This issue included an analysis of the challenges and opportunities of teaching live coding in the classroom using EarSketch (Freeman and Magerko 2016). Our work on CMLC in education is a follow up of this literature, particularly looking at different configurations of human-centered CMLC in the classroom, from pair programming to multiple live coding (Xambó et al. 2016).

Designing and evaluating CMLC systems that involve VAs is an open question that can benefit from existing theoretical frameworks. In cognitive science, cognitive theories have been used to design and evaluate co-creative systems, for example enaction, co-creativity and participatory sense-making (Davis 2015; Davis et al. 2015). Participatory sense-making combines social cognition and enaction theories for understanding the interaction between individuals during a collaborative activity (De Jaegher and Di Paolo 2007; Fuchs and De Jaegher 2009). A successful instance of co-creation between a human agent and a virtual agent is applied to the domain of creative drawing (Davis et al. 2016).

HA-HA in Education

Pair programming is a common practice in CS education borrowed from industry. In pair programming, two programmers frequently alternate between the roles of a driver (i.e., writing the code) and a navigator (i.e., giving advice) when solving a problem together. Pair programming in software development settings (e.g., helping each other to debug, reviewing code, or writing code to solve a clearly defined problem) contrasts with pair programming in musical settings (i.e., a musical discourse is needed about what the goal or aesthetics actually are, and group discussion to resolve differences of opinion about the direction the music might take (Dobson and Littleten 2016)). In pair programming applied to CMLC, students can explore different tasks related to either code or music while working together. For example, the navigator(s) focuses on understanding an error, discovering sounds, or planning new parts of the song, while the driver writes and executes the code (Xambó et al. 2017).

In the classroom, it is an open question as to what are the implications in learning and how the system should be designed to effectively support both coding and music composition from a collaborative angle. We here focus on live coding, which combines both activities in real-time collaboration: as already discussed in our prior papers, problem solving can be addressed socially, and the platform should support this social conversation (i.e., communication tools, script sharing, attribution and ownership mechanisms, and so on). In designing these digital social tools, and observing their use, we can understand better the nature of collaboration in each of the two domains, CS and music.

A shared script that is displayed in a projection screen, with multiple users simultaneously editing, can be an interesting interactive experience for the students. However, if there is no regulation of turns, it can also become chaotic. The option of division of labor into smaller teams seems convenient if working within a large team. The use of individual spaces vs. a shared space seems useful, yet these spaces should be defined. For example, each live coder can have an individual space to work on smaller modules like functions or selection of sounds before using them in the shared space. However, in order to offer a truly mutual collaboration, perhaps everyone should be able to access all the individual modules and modify their content, ideally at any time, but with some level of control as well.

HA-VA in Education

Adding a virtual agent in CMLC applied to education seems to add pedagogical value to the live coding experience in addition to the available tools. Potentially, the VA should
HA-HA in Performance

A turn-taking model can sometimes be too time consuming for a performance setting. A multiple-editor format can be faster yet chaotic and misleading for the audience, unless the interface projected in the screen is self-explanatory (e.g., one color for each user, similar to Google Docs-like collaborative editing). Keeping a balance between the clarity but slow-pace of pair programming, and the lively but unorganized simultaneous editing, seems desirable. As already discussed in HA-HA in education, adding individual spaces vs. a shared space seems useful, but individual spaces need to be defined, i.e., to what extent individual spaces should be private between performers, the audience, or both, during shared-script collaboration. There is room for research on finding the right balance and defining what individual and share spaces mean. There is also the complexity of finding appropriate “compile points”, where simultaneous contributions are all in syntax-ready state.

HA-VA in Performance

Adding a virtual agent in CMLC applied to music performance can also improve the live coding experience. Working with a virtual agent can help humans to improve their music coding skills as well as their group improvisational skills (Subramanian, Freeman, and McCoid 2012). Beyond the performance space, a virtual agent seems also helpful during rehearsal time, e.g., when other live coders are not available, or to train a machine learning algorithm with examples from a human live coder. In performance research, a VA can be used as a tool to understand how human live coders improvise together by modeling their behaviors (Subramanian, Freeman, and McCoid 2012).

A VA live coder can provide new computational approaches to music making, e.g., pattern generation (Subramanian, Freeman, and McCoid 2012). More broadly, the use of VAs in music performance has been shown to provide new forms of human-computer interaction, e.g., musical robots (Bretan and Weinberg 2016) or musical avatars (Collins 2011). The VA can be designed to contribute to the performance by having a certain ‘unique’ character as opposed to using intelligent but non-humanoid UI tools, such as just a real-time recommender system.

The benefits of using a VA musician in CMLC are numerous. Live coding can be time consuming in performance situations, thus a computational-led companion can speed up the process (Collins 2011). A ‘follower’ agent model can be helpful: it learns from the coder and types faster. However, like in the case of education, we should consider how to make it more predictable. An option is to combine the call–response metaphor with simultaneous interactions (similar to Google Docs-like collaboration), where the live coder bot has its own style besides learning from the human live coder. The use of a VA also raises potential machine ethics (Collins 2011) that should be considered when designing future generations of VAs for CMLC.

Discussion

How to design and evaluate these systems? This section discusses tradeoffs and future directions based on the presented four use cases. In addition, we discuss the emerging use case of VA-VA interaction.

Design and Evaluation

An initial step for evaluating the above four use cases is using an existing theoretical framework applied to similar situations. A suitable model is the computer colleagues paradigm, proposed in Davis et al. (2015). This paradigm is described as a highly demanding level of collaboration because it requires perception-action feedback loop with the environment. The scalability of this model is still an open question, in particular whether and how it can be applied to multiple individuals.

In live coding, screens are supposed to be shown, and so the “algorithmic thinking” of the live coders is exposed to the audience. In this sense, CMLC provides a unique opportunity to expose participatory sense-making. The notion of co-regulation of interaction between agents has been highlighted in the literature as a feature of co-creation (Davis et al. 2016). The turn-taking timings in CMLC can provide cues to model this co-regulation. The study of simultaneous actions seems more challenging.

Human-human interaction can inform human-robot interaction, e.g., Thomaz and Chao (2011) define a turn-taking framework and identify that information flow is essential for a successful collaboration. Our existing observations of HA-VA interactions will inform a first iteration of HA-VA interaction in EarSketch, with applications to both education and performance. Computational creativity is a broad

1http://toplap.org/wiki/Read_me_paper (accessed June 8, 2017)
topic. A general definition of creativity is “the ability to generate novel, and valuable, ideas” (Boden 2009, p. 24). What is creativity and what is the role expected from a computer as a partner in order to be creative has been discussed by Lubart (2005). However, assessing whether a computer is creative is in itself a philosophical inquiry (Boden 2009). Open questions include how to measure the contribution of the agent, and how would a novel idea be. Approaches from computational novelty literature (Tsai 2010) can be useful for this purpose. As an example, distance metrics between digital media files have been used to measure human creativity in online databases (Romá et al. 2012).

VA-VA interaction
An interesting topic that stems from the four use cases presented in this paper is also include VA-VA collaboration applied to both education and performance. A number of research questions emerge from multiple agent collaboration, such as whether multiple agents can collaborate among themselves, how feasible it is, what would be the computational cost, to what extent there should be supervision and how often, and whether it would be interesting for education and performance. Collaboration between live-coding virtual agents can be seen as a particular case of multi-agent systems for music composition and performance, which has been widely researched (Miranda 2011).

Conclusion
In this paper, we have mapped the space of CMLC so that it includes virtual agents in addition to humans. We presented the challenges and benefits in both educational and performance settings. We reflected on previous work with EarSketch and live coding. We plan to continue this research by exploring a virtual agent companion that learns from human live coders using machine learning algorithms and that goes beyond the approach of following live coder actions (also known as the call-response strategy). In order to embody the humanoid metaphor, we envision that the virtual agent should be able to act both as a live coder and a chatting peer. Further investigation on the suitability of the co-regulation model applied to live coding seems promising. From this workshop, we expect to discuss the above ideas with experts in the field of co-creativity and identify more clearly the next steps of this research.
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